We give everyone the opportunity to learn and develop the right skills so lives and communities are strengthened.

Triple the number of students graduating, transferring, or completing a workforce credential;
Triple the success of students from underserved populations.

Paul D. Camp Community College provides diverse learning opportunities to enhance the quality of life for students and the community.

How do you teach someone something he doesn’t know that he needs to know?

Abbreviated, Focused Workshops
Informal, 30 minute conversations around important topics

Abbreviated – Invites students to sample contributing to their own success

Focused – Provides manageable nuggets of information helping students decode the college experience

Relevant – Helps integrate the college experience into students’ lives

Flexible – Topics can cover current needs and allow response to student input

Adaptable – Can be brought into ANY classroom at the instructor’s request
TUESDAY TALKS
&
Campus Conversations

Changing Lives...
30 minutes at a time
Why Does It Work?

- First semester - No one attended the sessions
- Persistently inviting students
- Continue to inspire engagement
- Today - Weekly sessions filling to capacity

- Assist in creating topics
- Provide sessions using their expertise
- Enhance participation by offering extra credit or building assignments around topics

- Help students build the right skills for personal and academic success
- Encourage involvement and connection
- Expose students to ideas not previously considered

- Students benefit from a “translator.”
- Empowerment increases student success.
- Students need to develop purpose.
- Validation enriches academic and personal experiences.
- Students need to know they matter to someone.